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It took Google quite a while to jump on the dark bandwagon mode, but it seems to be embracing the feature in the last 12 months. Now it seems that Google Chrome for Android is the latest first app to offer this option. According to 9to5Google, the beta version of Chrome 73 now offers a dark mode option on Android. However, the mode
only appears when you visit Android Pie developer options and make sure the night mode is always in mode. In addition, the dark mode does not apply to all aspects of the web browser. As the exit screenshots above show, the mode only shows in the windows that appear after holding on to the item (such as a link or image). Thus, those
hoping for a more comprehensive dark mode in the browser will need to download the likes of Firefox for Android, Samsung Internet Browser or Kiwi Browser.Google is also testing the dark mode in the beta version of Google Assistant for Android, but, just like Chrome 73, it is far from comprehensive. However, between the dark mode
plans in Android and the proper support in several apps for the first parties, it looks like Google is finally embracing an attractive trend. But Google doesn't offer OLED-friendly black mode for its various apps. This mode uses the right black hue instead of the dark gray one seen in most Google apps, which allows you to better save energy
on OLED screens. Hopefully we see this option come to Google apps when Android is pushed out the door. What are your favorite dark mode apps? Let us know through the comments section! NEXT: We asked you to tell us - Most of you don't use third-party Internet email security apps should be one of the biggest problems of each of
us today. While Google's Chrome browser is not completely secure, Google deserves credit for taking Google Chrome's security very seriously, and a new update to the browser proves it to peaks. Google Chrome M83 will introduce several new privacy and security features, the largest of which is a new security verification tool. Google
Chrome's security check feature is easy to use, easy to understand and gives users a general view of their security status in Chrome.When the new M83 build lands, you'll be able to perform a security check right in the settings. This will give you a quick read of how things are going. Check it out below: Obviously it's a very macro look at
the overall security of Google Chrome. But Chrome will also have many more ways to dig deep and ensure your browsing is as safe as it can be without switching to another system. Check out the summary below. Google Chrome security updates in M83Existing controls cookies and permission management) are now easier to find,
easier to understand, and easier to manage. Third-party cookies will be blocked by default when viewed using Incognito mode. You can fine-tune it if you like. Extensions will now be organized under a new puzzle icon so you can Find installed extensions. You can still choose to show certain extensions on the toolbar, however. The new
advanced secure browsing tool will take Google Chrome security to the next level by actively checking if sites, downloads, media, etc. are safe. During the review of the Domain Name Service (DNS), Chrome will now use DNS-over-HTTPS to encrypt the procedure. As a last note, however, keep in mind that all the features described
above are for the desktop version of Chrome only. Some or all of them may do so in the mobile version at some point, but not quite yet. The M83 upgrade for Chrome will land sometime soon, but it may take from a few days to a few weeks for the upgrade to come your way. Once it arrives, however, make sure you upgrade so you can
take advantage of all these new Google Chrome security features. Tagged: GoogleGoogle Chrome It's been rumored for some time, but now it's finally here - Google Chrome has landed on Android. Owners of Android 4.0 phones and tablets in selected countries can now grab the beta version of Chrome from Android Market. Chrome for
Android is expanding on the ICS stock browser with higher performance and faster features such as the ability to pre-load web pages, and a whole new tabulation interface. The tabs are now processed through the card interface, allowing you to flip between open pages, seeing more sites that you have open. Familiar features from the
ICS browser, including incognito mode, and backmarking, have made it through Chrome for Android too. There's also a lot of focus on maintaining a consistent browsing experience on multiple devices, so you can send pages between desktop Chrome and mobile Chrome directly from the menu button. We will dive further into Chrome for
Android in our practical feature. In the meantime, we have screenshots, official Google videos and link market after the break. Please note that you will need an Ice Cream Sandwich phone or tablet and you will be living in the US, Canada, UK, France, Germany, Spain, Australia, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Argentina or Brazil to use it. Google
Cast is the protocol behind Chromecast, and you can easily transfer content to your TV or other Chromecast device directly from your Chrome browser. Even if a website or streaming service doesn't work with Chromecast, you have the option to develop a specific tab or entire desktop directly into Chrome. Here's how you can get started.
Products used in this guide How to throw on your Chromecast or Android TV from Chrome Navigate to the Overflow Action Menu (three vertical located in the right corner of the browser. Select the Cast button. Source: Android Central Hit Sources pull up options for casting content. Select the Cast tab to cast a specific tab, or select a Cast
desktop to project the screen onto your Chromecast device. The cast file allows you to transfer a separate file. Source: Android Central Select Chromecast is the target device and you will see a blue indicator at the bottom that tells you that the tab is being molded. Hit Stop to finish casting the media on your Chromecast device or Android
TV. Source: Android Central You can also cast content through the right click context menu in Chrome. Just click the right button anywhere on the tab and select the Cast option to start streaming content. Professional tip: If you want the Cast button to always appear in the Chrome toolbar, here's what you need to do: Choose a menu
review in Chrome (three vertical dots on the right). Choose roles. At this point, you'll see the Cast icon in the toolbar. Tap the right button to tighten up his menu. Choose the Always show icon. The Cast icon will now always appear in the toolbar, making it easier to stream content. The fact that Google Cast is directly integrated into
Chrome makes it easier to stream content to Chromecast or Google Home-enabled TV. However, there are a few differences to note when casting the Chrome tab directly compared to using the Cast button on the website. When you throw the tab using the steps outlined above, you will need to keep your computer for the whole time, as it
is basically just a mirror image of the contents of your browser. In contrast, when selecting a Cast option on a site like Netflix, it will transfer streaming directly to the Chromecast device, and closing the tab will not affect the thread. The easiest way to stream 4K Content Chromecast Ultra makes it very convenient to add Google Cast to
your TV. The best part is that the streaming key allows you to throw content in 4K, making it an even more tempting option. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central It can be easy to take our phones for granted, but when you take a step back and think about it, it's pretty wonderful what they're capable of. Even one app, such as Google
Chrome, puts the entire Internet in your pocket to search and view whenever you want. You can do a lot with Google Chrome, from reading news, checking Twitter, and shopping online. All of these actions require data, however, and if you're trying to reduce the amount of mobile data that you use for a month, you may find that Chrome
eats up a lot. Aside from simply monitoring how much you're on it, Google Chrome has a built-in tool that will help you use as little data as possible when using the app. Even better, turning it on takes only a few seconds. If you're ready to start using less data in Google Chrome on your Android phone, you need to include something called
Lite Here are the steps to get you there. Open Google Chrome on your Android phone. Click on the three points in the top right corner. Click Settings. Source: Joe Maring/ Android Central Scroll down to the bottom of the page. Click Lite mode. Tap the switch to turn it on. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Above: Google says that Lite
mode uses up to 60% less data compared to using the app with the off, which is a significant savings rate. However, it's worth bearing in mind that Lite mode doesn't work if you're looking at Incognito tabs. Once Lite mode is enabled, Google makes it very easy to see exactly how much data you saved using the feature. At any time, tap
three dots in the top right corner of Chrome. You'll see a new section at the bottom of the pop-up list showing how much data you've saved, and clicking on it will take you to Lite settings, where you can see more information about how Lite mode works in the background. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Lite mode won't save you data
on every website you visit, but seeing as it doesn't have a negative impact on your browsing experience, you might as well keep it on all the time and watch savings pile up. What unlimited plan should you buy in 2020: ATT, Sprint, T-Mobile or Verizon? We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. Most Android
devices come pre-loaded with Google Chrome. This is also a good thing, since Chrome is the fastest Android browser and custom tabs make it an easy browser to open links from third-party apps. Unlike its desktop counterpart, mobile Chrome has no extensions to make it better than what it is. But you'd be surprised to learn that there
are a lot of built-in features that can already make it better. Changing the font to your preferred size is all vision different. The internet is mostly about reading text and you want a clear, legible experience. Chrome has a setting that lets you set how big the font on any web page will look, so you can always read it without straining your
eyes. Go to the menu of the Options for Options, where you'll find this option of scaling the text: As the instructions say, just drag the slider around so that the text is how big you want it to be. Chrome will now apply this setting to all sites, making them text more, so it's right for your eyes. This is another way to make Android phones easier
for the elderly. Include Increase Everywhere Many mobile sites disable the ability to zoom in, especially on images. It can be a little annoying at times. If you can do it on your desktop, why not on your mobile phone? Well, one hidden setting allows this too. Go to the menu for the availability settings and check the box next to Force Enable
Boost. Now you can enlarge any page you're browsing, whether it supports it or not. As with all smartphones, use gesture to pinch with two fingers to enlarge and exit. Accelerate Chrome, reduce data One of the many ways to reduce the use of data on Android through Chrome embedded data Saver technologies. What many don't know,
however, is that this feature also makes browsing the Internet faster. Go to the Saver Saver data menu turn on the switch. This technology basically puts the Google server between the site you access and your Android device. Thus, the site sends its data to the Google server, where Google crunches it down and then sends it to your
phone. It's all instant and actually faster. You see, google's data compression makes a smart choice, like converting all images into a WebP file format that is easier than others. It also minimizes the needs of pages such as Javascript or CSS, and eliminates some bad coding to make the page more efficient. Here's a full explanation for
more details. The end result is that the page loads faster for you, while keeping the data too. A quick search with a built-in search bar When you read something online and come across a word or phrase you don't know what you're doing? Choose and copy it, open a new tab, insert it, search, see the result, go back to your article. Or
maybe you'll be looking for it on Merriam-Webster's dictionary app. Chrome tries to make this process shorter with Touch to Search. With this feature, you can click any word and Google will instantly search for it. A small bar at the bottom of the page shows this search. Drag the bar halfway to see the results, which is usually enough if you
want to check the definition or see a photo of the term. You can browse in this small panel, or even make the panel bigger if you want, but it's probably more than you need. For a quick search, Touch to Search is perfect. To turn it on, go to the menu of the zgt; privacy settings of the touch to search and enable it. Swipe Address Bar for
Switch tabs is one of those tricks that an amazing number of people don't know but are excited about when they see it in action. This will revolutionize the use of Chrome. Let's say you have a few tabs open and you want to go to the previous one. Usually you press the tab button by flicking through them and click on the right tab. Instead,
Chrome has built-in gesture support to flick through the tabs directly. When you look at any page and want to go to the previous tab, just swipe right on the address page. If you want to move to the next tab, swipe left on the address rack. This is the easiest trick, but it has a huge impact on how you go about your daily browsing on
Chrome. Much like the above gesture trick, you can also reduce the number of times you click when opening a new tab or incognito tab (which is useful for more than just porn). Again, it's a small trick, but the more you use it, the faster you get when doing tasks with Chrome. Think about these as the equivalent of knowing keyboard
shortcuts on your desktop. Don't raise your finger when you press the Menu button. Instead, keeping it pressed, just drag it on the option you want, like opening a new tab incognito. Let it go to this option to complete the task. Simple, isn't it? Once your muscle memory is for tasks are created, you will notice a significant increase in how
fast you browse the web. Browse your local files as a MakeUseOf reader, we know that you probably have one of the best free Android file managers already installed on your device. But when someone asks you for help with their phone, they can't have a researcher. Well, Chrome can work like one. Simply enter file:///sdcard (no quotes)
in the address rack and click Go or Enter on the keyboard to open a simple explorer window of all your folders and files. It's a good, no-set solution to find something on the phone. One caveat though: You can't install locally stored APKs through this. Of all these, I believe everyone should allow Touch to search and start using gestures, as
this will dramatically change the way you use Chrome and make your browsing much faster. We also have a list of basic Chrome for Android flags to improve the browser in different ways. Do you have a cool Chrome trick that makes the browser better? What do you think of the above tricks? Share with us in the comments! How do I track
my cell phone location using only my lost phone number? Trying to find or look after the baby? This app can help. Related Topics Android Browsers Google Chrome Android Setting About Author Mihir Patkar (1234 Articles Published) Read more from Mihir Patkar Patkar
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